
 

Happy Mom, Healthy Family 
Meal Planning Workshop



Overview

• How to Use This Workshop

• 3 Critical Parts of Effective Meal Planning and Prep

• 4 Kinds of Time-Saving, Family Flexible Meals

• 3 Kinds of Cooking/Prep Strategies

• Assess Your Family’s Priorities, Preferences and Needs

• Create a Perfect Fit Meal Planning Schedule



3 CRITICAL STEPS

1. Choose Meals

2. Grocery Shop

3. Cook Meals



Don’t Overcomplicate

• Start simple and build on that

• Work with your life and your family

• Start slow - sometimes committing to 2 
or 3 planned meals a week is more 
doable than trying to jump into full 
meal planning from scratch



Flexitarian
High Mileage

Simple, Fast, Fresh
Theme Oriented

4 Meal Types



Flexitarian
• Flexitarian meals are ones that can easily be adapted to 

different tastes, dietary needs and food preferences. 

• By nature, they are meals that can easily be built up 
depending on what each individual prefers.

• Many of my flexitarian meals are my “adult night” 
meals that naturally have foods in them that my 
children enjoy.

Demo Video of a 
Flexitarian Recipe

List of Flexitarian 
Recipes



Simple, Fast & Fresh

• Simple, Fast and Fresh meals are self explanatory :) 
These are emphasized in my meal planning because 
they often focus on fresh produce and quick prep time.

• Some basic cooking techniques would be roasting, 
simple water saute and pre-made sauces. 

• One way is to think “Four Square” meals:  Whole Grain, 
Protein and 2 Veggies. (Bonus if one if raw!)  

List of Simple, Fast & 
Fresh Recipes



Theme Oriented
• Themes can be a useful 

strategy in terms of 
simplifying your weekly meal 
plan, but also a fun way to 
encourage picky eaters to try 
new things.

• If your family gets used to an 
Italian night or Mexican 
night, it can be adventurous 
to ask your children- “How 
about we try a new Italian 
dish tonight?”

• Ethnic Eats

• Type of Grain, Pasta night, 
Pizza night

• Way of Cooking (casserole, 
slow cooker, saute)

• Vegetarian

• Type of Seasonal Veggie

• “Adult Night” meal or “New 
Recipe” night

• Flexitarian 

• Simple/Fast/Fresh



Make Your Own

• Make Your Own meals are generally a hit with families.  
These meals are a subset of both a flexitarian and theme 
meal because each individual literally creates their own 
meal themselves.

• Typical ones are salad bar, baked potato bar, taco bar, 
and panini/sandwich night



High Mileage
Batch Cooking
Prep Like a Pro

3 Meal Prep Strategies



High Mileage

• High Mileage meals are the corner stone of my weekly 
meal plan.  They give me the core structure and save a 
lot of time in the kitchen

• Essentially you pair meals together based on common 
ingredients- so that what you cook one day can get used 
for a second day’s meal.  

Demo of the High 
Mileage Strategy

List of High Mileage 
Recipes



Batch Cooking

• Batch cooking prepares double or triple of a full meal, 
which is then frozen and re-heated on a subsequent 
week.

• I review my meal plans to see which meals can handle 
being re-heated- and plan to double them.  

• You can also batch some ingredients that take longer to 
cook like beans or certain grains (wheat berries). 



Prep Like A Pro

• Prep like a pro makes cooking a blast!  

• Many times I have a small amount of time earlier in the 
day (either during breakfast prep or early nap-time).  If I 
have a meal that needs to be made later in the day, I’ll use 
that time to “prep like a pro”

• I get out all the ingredients- and often pre-measure them as 
well, so that putting the meal together is a snap come 
dinner time.

Demo of the Prep 
Like a Pro strategy



3 Steps to the Process

• 3 Steps to Getting meals on the table 
with a meal plan in place

• 1.  Choosing the meals

• 2.  Grocery shopping

• 3.  Cooking the meals 

• Let’s break #1: Choosing the meals



Your Meal Planning Process

• Decide whether you 
want to plan weekly, 
every 2 weeks or 
monthly

• Decide how many meals 
your family needs made 
every week

• Decide which days you 
have more or less time 
for preparation

• Decide on overall 
preferences and choose 
which nights will have 
themes 

• Begin to group high 
mileage meal sets and 
batch cooking meals into 
your schedule

• Then fill in the theme 
nights and other meals 
with recipe ideas



Trick for Choosing Meals
• Sometimes the hardest part is feeling 

inspired to choose what meals you will 
have

• One tip that works for me is to have 
master lists of the themes or categories 
of recipes instead of flipping through 
hundreds of recipes every time I need 
to decide on a weekly meal plan



Planning the Meals

Flexitarian Pasta 
Night

Whole Grain 
Based

Slow 
Cooker

Simple, 
Fast, Fresh

Flexitarian Options
*Thai Peanut Noodle

*Sweet Veggie Coconut Stir-fry

*Black Bean Confetti Quinoa

*Artichoke Pasta Salad

*Spinach and Mushroom Risotto

Sweet Veggie 
Coconut Stir-fry



2 Week Meal Planning

Flexitarian Pasta 
Night

Whole Grain 
Based

Slow 
Cooker

Simple, 
Fast, Fresh

Sweet Veggie 
Coconut Stir-fry

Once you have 2 weeks planned, you can 
double it in order to have a full month of meals. 

Baked Potato Bar
Spaghetti and 

Meatballs

Pasta, Sausage,
Red Pepper

Black Bean 
Confetti Quinoa

Minestrone Soup

BBQ Chicken 
Side of Broccoli

Tomato, Garlic and 
Wine Shrimp

Baked Chicken, Rice 
and Asparagus

Greek Pie



• As with anything in life, fine tuning is part of the 
process. 

• Start somewhere.  Even with 2 or 3 days stretches 
of planned meals.

• Be curious about what worked and didn’t work- 
use that information to perfect a system that works 
for you.

• Know there is no perfect system and the right meal 
planning system will flex and flow with your 
family’s lifestyle, needs and schedule.


